We apply the static condensation reduced basis element (scRBE) method to treat the class of parametrized complex Helmholtz partial differential equation. We construct a set of components of interoperable parametrized reference components in a Library to model a family of target models relevant to acoustic devices. The components in the Library are built upon the scRBE method by using RB formulation, and are compatible to each other by a set of common interfaces, or port. We apply an Offline-Online computational strategy to achieve rapid and accurate prediction of any parametric systems formed from a set of components in a Library. We demonstrate that the approach can handle large scale models with many parameters and/or topology variations efficiency in several numerical examples. We show that significant computational savings can be obtained by the scRBE method.
INTRODUCTION
Numerical methods such as the finite element method or finite difference method are using as essential tools to analyze systems in engineering and design contexts. However, the computational cost using numerical methods to analyze large scales or complex systems can be very expensive. Hence, to handle applications which require either many evaluations, such as system design and analysis, or real-time/fast responses, such as system measurement and control, engineers have to seek alternative approaches. Model order reduction methods, such as the reduced basis (RB) method, or proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) are usually utilized in such cases to speeden the calculation process. The basic idea of model order reduction techniques is to replace the high-dimensional discretization by a low-dimensional representation to provide an approximation over a specific regime parameter of interest. The success of the construction of such low-dimensional models is not always guaranteed, especially for models with a lot of variations, such as those with many-parameters. Furthermore, the classical model order reduction methods are usually constructed upon a fixed computational domain, and hence is not readily applicable to applications which require topological exploration such as system designs.
The static condensation reduced basis element method (scRBE) [1] is a computational framework approach for the approximation of elliptic PDE which combines domain decomposition with parametric RB model order reduction. First, a Library of carefully selected components to model a certain type of targeted system is built. The components in the Library are compatible to each other through a set of predefined interfaces or ports, such that all possible function variations on the component ports are completely interchangeable and interoperable. The basic idea is that the finite element model which represent any system constructed from the set of components in the Library is completely reconstructable from local component finite element information. Global solution is then recovered from solving a full Schur complement of the system, to first recover the solution on the ports, then the solution in the internal of each components in the system, should the users desire.
Within the scRBE framework, the construction of each component in the Library involves using the RB method to replace each of these solves needed for all degree of freedom of the ports by reduced basis (RB) approximations specifically tailored to the local parameter dependence associated with the component, completed with rigorous error estimation to accelerate the process. The approximate Schur complement for any full system is then repopulated from the local RB component data and solved. Global rigorous error analysis is done by matrix perturbation approach from the local component RB error estimation. The whole procedure admits an Offline-Online computational strategy: the Offline stage is performed once to construct the precomputed RB Online data for each component, while the Online stage is performed many times for any instantiations parameter settings and model topology configurations by utilizing the precomputed local RB Online data to form the approximate Schur complement, solve for the approximate output and its associated error bound. The operation count and storage for the Online RB data depends only on the number of degrees of freedom and and the dimension of the local RB spaces, and not the resolution of the finite element discretization in either both the local components or the global FE system. The scRBE framework is successfully applied to the class of elliptic parametrized PDE, in particular, for heat transfer, linear elasticity [1] , and acoustics [2] . In this paper, we aim to demonstrate the applicability and efficiency of the method to large scale problems, such as systems are constructed with many components and/or components with a lot of degree of freedoms. The paper is organized as follows. In the next Section, we shall briefly review the Reduced Basis Method. In Section 3, we describe our acoustic model problem. In Section 4, we introduce the scRBE framework for complex elliptic problem and In Section 5, we present some numerical results.
THE REDUCED BASIS METHOD
We suppose that we are given a PDE described in the weak form as: for a given parameter input µ ∈ D ⊂ R P , where D is our bounded parameter range, find the solution u(µ) ∈ X satisfies a(u(µ), v; µ) = f (v; µ), ∀v ∈ X, where X is an appropriate functional space with associated inner product and norm · X , and a(·, ·; µ) and f (·; µ) are continuous sesquilinear and antiinear forms. We wish to evaluate the output of interest from a linear output (u(µ); µ), here (·; µ) is also a bounded, continuous antiliear form. We also assume that all of our sesquilinear and antilinear forms can be described in parametrized forms, in particular,
where the a q and f q are parameter-independent forms, the Θ a q (µ), 1 ≤ q ≤ Q a and Θ f q (µ), 1 ≤ q ≤ Q f are parameter-dependent functions.
We now suppose that the PDE is discretized by a finite element approximation in space, we denote the finite element approximation space as X N ⊂ X of dimension N . For any µ ∈ D, we solve a(u N (µ), v; µ) = f (v; µ), ∀v ∈ X N for the finite element solution u N (µ) ∈ X N and evaluate the output (u N (µ); µ). We also assume that N is large enough such that the different between u N (µ) and u(µ) is negligible.
It is noted that for the restriction µ ∈ D, all of our solutions of interest reside on a low dimensional, and typically smooth, manifold M = {u N (µ)|µ ∈ D}. We introduce a set of snapshots u N n (µ), 1 ≤ n ≤ N , where N is a small number of basis 1 , and an associate Lagrange RB space X N = span{u N n (µ), 1 ≤ n ≤ N } ⊂ X N . We then apply Galerkin projection over X N to obtain, for µ ∈ D, the RB solution u N (µ) from a(u N (µ), v; µ) = f (v; µ), ∀v ∈ X N and RB output (u N (µ); µ). We also compute the rigorous a posteriori error bound, ∆ N (µ) and ∆ s N (µ) for the RB solution approximation and RB output approximation, respectively, such that
for any µ ∈ D. The calculation of the both the RB approximation and RB error bound is done through an Offline-Online computational strategy [4] . In the Offline, performed once, a number of elliptic problems are solved in order to form the RB snapshots and an amount of necessary precomputed data for the error bound. In the Online, performed for any µ ∈ D, the RB system is populated from Offline data hand then solved for the RB solution, RB output and and RB error bound. The computational cost of the Offline stage depends on the size of the finite element approximation N while the cost of each Online
depends only on the number of basis N . RB approximation is hence very fast, and reliable, thanks to the computable rigorous a posteriori error bound.
THE MODEL PROBLEM
We define our acoustic device as an hybrid interior-exterior acoustic model, which is consisted of three essential parts: an inlet followed by a closed domain with and an exterior domain at the end to model the exterior surrounding the device. Only the third part of the device is considered an opened domain, and is modeled as a truncated domain with proper boundary conditions applied at the truncated boundary. The model is parametrized by a set of parameter µ ∈ D, where D is our parameter domain of dimension P . Examples of such parameters include the wavenumber and the length of components that formed the channel.
Let Ω(µ) ⊂ R 3 denotes our physical domain with unity width inlet, the pressure u inside the model is satisfied the non-dimensional Helmholtz problem
where k is our (non-dimensional) positive wave number and ε is a small positive constant to model the rate of energy loss. An incoming wave boundary condition is applied at the inlet Γ in (µ), and the wave is assumed to exit into the exterior from the outlet. We model the outlet by a (properly truncated) circular boundary Γ out (µ) of radius R rad surrounding the outlet. The boundary condition at the inlet and the outlet is given as
The first boundary condition imposes an (unit) incoming wave at the inlet, and the second boundary condition specifies the first order radiation boundary condition on the boundary of the truncated exterior domain. Additional boundary conditions to model loss or effect on the walls of the model such as impedance model [5, 6] can be considered as well. Homogeneous Neumann boundary condition (sound hard) is applied on all other external boundaries of the model including the wall.
Our output of interest is the amplitude of the reflection coefficient s(µ). The reflection coefficient measures the ratio of the amount of reflection wave over the total (applied) incoming wave. With our choice of incoming wave at the inlet, the reflection coefficient is given by
The reflection coefficient quantify the amount of wave/energy reflecting back to the inlet of the device, and hence is used to measure the quality of our acoustic devices. For devices designed specially to maximize the loss of energy such as mufflers, we would expect a reflection coefficient as near unity as possible.
We then recover the weak form of our problem: we find u(µ) ∈ X satisfies
where
} is a complex Hilbert space. We calculate the output
: X → C are continuous sesquilinear/antilinear form with respect to X, and v, |v| denote the complex conjugate and modulus of v. We also assume that all of our sesquilinear/antiinear forms admit affine forms. As we permit geometric geometrization, we apply the domain decomposition and affine mapping technique [4] to obtain the parametrized forms, for which all the parameter-independent sesquilinear/antiinear forms are evaluated on a reference domain.
We next denote b(·, ·) : X × X → C as a bounded continuous sesquilinear form such that b(u(µ), v) = Ω ∇u(µ)∇v, ∀u, v ∈ X and endow the space X with the inner product (u, v) X = b(u, v; µ) for µ ∈ D and associated norm · X = (·, ·) X . It then readily follows that our inf-sup constant satisfies
thanks to our positive dissipation constant ε > 0, and hence our problem is well-posed.
THE STATIC CONDENSATION REDUCED BASIS ELEMENT METHOD
We now suppose that the global system domain is naturally decomposable into a set, C SYS , of interconnected parametrized components. Each component COM is associated with a subdomain Ω COM , where
For any COM ∈ P, we denote (the parametrized) forms a COM (·, ·; µ), b COM (·, ·; µ) and f COM (·; µ) as the restriction of a(·, ·; µ), b(·, ·; µ) and f (·; µ), respectively, to Ω COM . We also define the inner product (·, ·) X,COM and associated norm · X,COM as restriction of the X inner production and norm to
and contains a set of local ports L-P ∈ P COM . The components are interconnected through a set of global ports G-P ∈ P, associated with the boundary Γ G-P in the global system. Note that we require strict port compatibility: in order to connect two different components together by a port, the two ports must be identical in both geometry and mesh. We then denote the map G : L-P, COM → G-P which maps a local port L-P, COM of P COM associated with the boundary Γ L-P,COM in the local component to the global port G-P is denoted by G : L-P, COM → G-P. The map G thus define the configurations of a system, since it dictates how the components are interconnected within the system.
We express the degree of freedom on Γ G-P through a set of orthogonalized lifting functions
is the space of restrictions of functions in X N to Γ G-P . We define the lifted G-P function Ψ k,G-P and its restriction to the component COM as ψ k,G-P,COM , where the functions ψ k,G-P,COM are obtained by solving a Laplace equation on the component interior using the port modes as Dirichlet boundary conditions [1] . There are a few choices for the port modes: one particular choice is a set of eigenmodes port modes obtained by solving a generalized eigenvalue problem on the port Γ G-P [1] , other choices including Legendre polynomials or empirical modes [3] . We note that the choice of n G-P and the choice of the port modes control the accuracy of the truth static condensation model with respect to the truth global finite element model: either too small of n G-P or bad choice of the port modes will lead to inaccurate or undesired results. However, if all port modes are used, or n G-P = n full G-P , we can fully represent any functions in X N (Γ G-P ) using the set of (all) port modes, and hence we recover the truth global finite element accuracy with the static condensation model. We shall return to this discussion again at the end of this Section.
For given COM ∈ C SYS , let X N COM;0 denote the component bubble space -the restriction of X N to COM with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on each Γ L-P , L-P ∈ P COM :
We also define a set of interface functions on each port, {Ψ k,GP }.
We now apply the static condensation procedure [1] . We express u N (µ) in terms of bubble functions -
here the U k,G-P (µ), G-P ∈ P, 1 ≤ k ≤ n G-P are interface function coefficients.
We then substitute (4) into (2) to arrive at the reconstruction forms of b N COM (µ) ∈ X N COM;0 as given as
Both (6) and (7) are well-posed thanks to ε > 0. We then let
for each G-P ∈ P, 1 ≤ k ≤ n G-P , and recover the global solution as
We then test (9) with (9) on Ψ k ,G-P (µ) for 1 ≤ k ≤ n G-P , ∀G-P ∈ P, to obtain the static condensation system of dimension n sc ≡ G-P∈P n G-P ,
for the vector U(µ) ∈ R nsc of coefficients U k,G-P (µ), where A(µ) and F(µ) are constructed from the local stiffness matrix and local load vector on component COM, respectively, which from (8) has entries
is the number of port degrees of freedom in COM. We perform post-processing step to incorporate Dirichlet boundary conditions into A(µ) and F(µ) if necessary. We then evaluate the output from a functional of the solution over a segment boundary of the "inlet" component [5] .
We now apply our Reduced Basis (RB) approximation to our Static Condensation system. We shall denote our RB quantity with tilde. We first define our RB approximationb
We then define our RB approximationb
In practice, primal-dual RB formulation [5] are used in order to obtain better accuracy. Our RB static condensation system of dimension n sc is then given by
for the vector U(µ) ∈ R nsc of coefficients U k,G-P (µ), where the entries are given by replace the FE quantities in (8) by their corresponding RB counterparts.
The RB error bound for U(µ) to bound the error between our scRBE approximation and the truth static truncated condensation is obtained by accumulating the RB error bounds for (13) and (14). An rigorous error bound for the reflection coefficient output can also be obtained, such that
The readers are referred to [1, 2] for the full derivations and proofs of the error bounds.
Note that the RB error is only one part of our total error between the scRBE approximations(µ) and the full global FE s N ,full (µ). The other source of error -which we call the full-sc error -is the difference between the truth truncated static condensation s N (µ) and the full static condensation/full global FE model s N ,full (µ). Since we do not choose all port modes in our truncated static condensation model, we are unable to recover the full FE accuracy. However we expect a small full-sc error for this class of problem as the high frequency modes, which correspond to evanescent modes, decay quickly and do not contribute much to the solution far from the wave source [6] . The combination of the full-sc error and the RB error give us the total error bound
We can control both errors: we control the full-sc error by increasing the number of port modes, or choosing a better port representation; we control the RB error by increasing the quality of our RB approximation models by either increasing the maximum number of basis or tighten the RB greedy tolerance. We can also quantify both errors: the full-sc error can be quantified by a port-reduction rigorous error bound strategy [3] , albeit with the calculation of additional data; while the RB error is bounded by a rigorous error bound obtained by accumulation of every local RB error bounds. We do not provide the full-sc error bound here and shall address it in a future works.
COMPUTATIONAL STRATEGY
We first briefly review the Offline-Online strategy of the standard RB method as it is the key to our computational strategy for the RBE approach. For a single RB approximation of a single problem, for example, the bubble (13), we first perform the Offline stage, once, to obtain the necessary RB Offline data. We then, for any parameter µ ∈ D COM , evaluate the RB approximated solution in the Online stage. The key point is that the Offline stage is expensive and depend on the size of the (truth) finite element approximation N , while each of the Online evaluation only depends on N , where N is the size of the RB approximation space.
We then discuss the computation strategy for our RBE approach. Our RBE approach also admits an Offline-Online computational, which we shall refer as the Construction-Evaluation strategy from now. The idea is that in the Construction stage, performed once, we shall construct the RB data for all the components in the Library, and in the Evaluation stage, performed many times for any configurations of components and any parameter settings, we assemble the system and recover the solution and output.
In the Construction stage, we need to perform the following steps for each component in the Library: (i) compute the port function by solving the eigenproblem on the port and compute the lifted function φ k,L−P,COM , (ii) perform the Greedy algorithm to build the RB Offline data for the bubble problems (13), (14), and (iii) form all the offline data for the inner products necessary for the RB local stiffness matrix and RB local force vector of (11), (12).
In the Evaluation stage, for a component configuration C SYS , P SYS and a set of parameter D SYS , we perform the following steps: (i) for each component COM ∈ C SYS , evaluate the RB approximation of the bubble problems (13), (14) and associated error bounds, (ii) evaluate the RB local stiffness matrix and RB force force vector for each component, (iii) assemble and solve the RB linear system of size n sc and compute the RB output and finally (iv) evaluate the error bounds for the system. The overall complexity of the Evaluation stage is completely independent of the truth FE resolution in the interior of the components and in particular dependent only on the RB resolution, the number of ports, and n G-P . The readers are referred to [1, 2] for a total breakdown in cost and storage and more detailed discussions.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
We first describe a Library with 6 components that will allow us to build a variety of acoustic muffler systems: (i ) an "inlet" component to model, (ii ) an outlet component, (iii ) a pipe component, (iv ) an expansion component, (v ) a hollow component, and (vi ) a cap component. Each component is mapped to a reference domain in order to recover the necessary affine mapping and affine decomposition (1) . We show the reference domains of all components in Figure 1 . Two types of port, a circular port and a rectangular port, are used in the Library, and all ports of the same type in all the components of the Library are compatible, or connectible, to each other. The cap component has only one port defined upon the rectangular boundary. Note that the circular ports in all components do not depend on the local parameters, the rectangular ports, however, have geometry which vary with L, hence special attention must be paid when connecting two components which sharing the same rectangular port to satisfy the port compatibility condition. All ports of the same kind of every components in the Library are compatible.
Each component has its own distinct parameters (subject to geometric port compatibility): except the
We then construct the Library of components. We apply a small amount of dissipation with ε = 10 −3 and use P 2 finite element approximation with the mesh size (correspond to about 8 elements per wavelength in the worst case) is chosen to obtain sufficiently finite element accuracy. The mesh of the six components in our Library contains 5407, 54795, 5407, 20339, 15825, and 10150 degree of freedoms in that order, and the mesh of the two circular and rectangular ports contains n full G-P = 229 and n full G-P = 999 degree of freedoms, respectively.
The theoretical cut-off wavenumbers for our circular port and the rectangular port are k circ mn = α mn
, respectively [6] . Here α mn is the nth zero of J m where J m is the Bessel function of order m, and L and 3 are the length and width of the rectangular port. We then conclude that for our frequency range choice there is only one non-evanescent mode for the circular port and 4 non-evanescent mode for the rectangular port. Our number of non-evanescent modes obtained numerically by comparing the numerical eigenvalues of the eigenproblem to compute the port functions with the maximum frequency agree with theoretical predictions. It can be concluded that if the system is long enough, we can achieve good accuracy even if we use only non-evanescent modes in the port truncation. However, for short systems, or more generally, systems with components or connections with significant cross-section variation, the decaying behavior of evanescent modes is not negligible, and to capture such effect we need to include a few more modes in our port representation. We thus choose a slightly large number of modes, n G-P = 20, for both ports. We then set the absolute tolerance for termination of the RB Greedy algorithm to 10 −6 and obtain RB approximations for all modes for all ports with the largest number of basis of all RB models is 20.
We shall introduce our test systems. The system is constructed by a set of components with different local parameters, and interconnected through their ports. We note that port compatibility condition must be satisfied for any connection. In particular, when two components are connected through a rectangular port, the two components must sharing the same local parameter L. We also consider the same wavenumber frequency k for every components in the system.
We first consider a simple acoustic system consisted of 8 components, formed in a quasi-1D configuration as shown in Figure 2 (a). The system contains a total number of 7 parameters that we can vary. We solve the system for a particular choice of parameter as shown in Figure 2 (a) where all the component lengths are equal to L = 4 for 100 wavenumber values uniformly distributed in the range k ∈ [1.2, 1.4].
We first solve the system by using the FE method. We reconstruct the mesh of the system by merging the component meshes together at each port connections. We next compute the local matrices and vectors for each components by using the affine forms and pre-computed data and then use the global mesh indexes information to stamp the local matrices and vectors into the global FE stiffness matrix and force vector. The global FE model contains 135837 degree of freedoms. For each analysis for one wavenumber value, the calculation of all the local matrices from the pre-computed affine forms takes 5 seconds, and one solve requires 110 seconds using an optimally sparse direct solver. Should we choose to recompute the FE stiffness matrix and force vector from the mesh information without using the affine forms, the additional computation cost for such pre-processing step would add another 550 seconds to (one) completed analysis. We show the truth reflection coefficient results of the system in Figure 2 (b). We next apply the scRBE method to solve the system. For each analysis, we now only need to construct and solve a small Schur system of size n sc = 260, which requires 0.6 seconds in total: forming and then solving the Schur system takes 0.58 seconds and 0.02 seconds, respectively. We may thus expect better performance from the scRBE for solving repeated systems with only a few changes, such as parameter "sweep" as the effective number of instantiated components is very small [1] , and hence forming the Schur system can be done quickly by reusing previous computed data. Finally, if there is no port truncation and full port representation is used, the Schur system would be of size n full sc = 1832 and is still very small compared to the FE stiffness matrix. We show the RB reflection coefficient results in Figure 2 (b). It can be shown that the scRBE results are accurate: the maximum error between the scRBE result and the full global FE result is only 1% percent. However, the scRBE is significantly faster than the full global FE method; the computational savings is of order 180. We show the FE and scRBE field solutions for one particular wavenumber k = 1.3 in Figure 3 ; note that the mesh is clipped at the center to show the field solution inside the systems. It can be shown that the two solutions look identical, the only visible difference is shown in the maximum values which indicate that the error between the two solutions is about 0.1%. We show the RB error bounds in Figure 2 (b) as a gray shaded region. It can be shown that the RB error bound are small enough, and hence our scRBE approximation is very accurate compared to the truth truncated static condensation. As the RB error bound is an rigorous upper bound and overestimate the true RB error by construction, it is possible that the RB error can be greater than the total error, which happens to be the case for this problem, as the full-sc error is small due to the absence of high order modes. Finally, we note that the RB error bound can be tightened up by control the quality of the RB models by decreasing the tolerance in the Greedy construction stage.
We first consider a system consisted of 23 components to model a automobile muffler as shown in Figure 4 (a). The system contains a total number of 6 parameters which control the lengths of the inlet and exhaust pipes, as well as the lengths of the three muffler chambers, and the wavenumber. The muffler is designed such as the wave is guided to the third chamber of the muffler after traveling through the inlet, and then back to the first chamber through the top part of the muffler before entering the exhaust pipe at the bottom of the muffler. The middle (hollow) chamber is designed such that it acts as a Helmholtz resonator and in practice could be used to tweak the efficiency of the muffler by varying its length.
We chose the wavenumber range as k ∈ [1.1, 1.4] and calculate the reflection coefficient responses. We choose to analyze one particular system as shown in Figure 4 (a) and solve the problem for 400 values of wavenumber uniformly distributed in the range [1.1, 1.4]. We first solve the system by using the FE method. The global FE model contains 304261 degree of freedoms. One solve for one particular configuration requires a total computational time of 219 seconds, in which 8 seconds is used for the reconstructing of the stiffness matrix and force vector, and 211 seconds to solve the system. We then use the scRBE to solve the system. The size of the Schur system is only n sc = 480, the total time for each analysis is 2.0 seconds, in which 1.95 seconds and 0.05 seconds are required to form the Schur system and solve it. If there is no port truncation and full port representation is used, the corresponding Schur system is of size n full sc = 15194 and is relatively dense, and hence is not very practical. We show the reflection coefficient results in Figure 3 (b). It is obvious to see that the system is no longer a quasi-1D model, and hence we can expect to see the effect of the port truncation. Indeed, as shown in Figure 3(b) , there is a visible difference between the scRBE approximation and the finite element solution -corresponds to the full-sc error -as the solutions in the ports could not be fully recovered due to the missing modes. The result thus suggests including more port modes to improve the full-sc error. The RB error, however, is very small; we show error bounds as the (almost unobservable) shaded gray area in Figure 4 (b). Overall, our scRBE approximation is still very accurate: the total maximum error between the scRBE approximation and the finite element solution is of 4%. However the scRBE approximation is much faster to obtain, with a computational savings of order 100.
It can be seen that this particular muffler configuration is a good design, as its reflection coefficient is almost of unity for the a large portion of the wavenumber range, indicating most of the wave is reflected back to the inlet before it can reach the outlet. However, the reflection coefficient drops down from unity at several wavenumber values, indicating that the performances at such frequencies are less than desirable and may require improvements. We show the scRBE field solution for two particular wavenumber values k = 1.2 and k = 1.4 in Figure 5 ; note that the system is clipped in half to show the muffler walls and the internal traveling waves which demonstrates the presence of many evanescent and non-evanescent modes. As indicated by the reflection coefficient results, it is observed that for the first frequency value there is little to no activity in the exhaust pipe and in the exterior and result in a good performance, while for the latter frequency value, the waves are able to reach the exhaust pipe and hence result in a drop of performance. 
